
Samsung’s New Galaxy S9 and S9+ are now
available on SOUQ.com

March 2018, Dubai, UAE: Samsung’s much anticipated Galaxy S9 and S9+ smartphones are

now available on SOUQ.com for UAE customers. SOUQ.com is also providing customers with

an exciting trade-in offer for their old phones. Shoppers who had pre-ordered will receive their

devices with complimentary AKG Headphone worth AED 699. The new Samsung Galaxy S9 and

S9+ is now being shipped for customers awaiting its arrival.

Ronaldo Mouchawar, SOUQ.com CEO & Co-Founder said: “At SOUQ.com, we strive to

provide our customers added value and accessibility to top brands and products in advance, at

the click of a button. Samsung’s launch of the new Galaxy S9 and S9+ has created massive

demand among our customer base, and we are pleased to offer them a chance to be the first to

receive the latest smartphones.”

Mr. Omar Abdelfattah, Head of mobile division, Samsung Electronics in

KSA, said, “Saudi Arabia’s market has experienced incredible growth among tech savvy

smartphone users and their demand for easy access to a large variety of the latest technology.

Collaborating with SOUQ.com allows us to further grow our relationship with our current and

potential consumers alike. We are pleased to offer them the ease and convenience to purchase

through the leading online retailer in KSA.”

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__souq.com_&d=DwMFaQ&c=M50t_wfPryPkL4C2Nv6aB3q8AWPHmcy6NXnZ7db1zqg&r=71Dud87g1oGbAI_yJc70WcyuMK66GAQ9pt3f2IpJPYs&m=hxAxO68ZHVKeafYKmCAo5Q7_Qhc9_my9mA5O6a-NIP4&s=sGTz39iF9QNv_pyh8wN_0VRrf6v4sYQ2V9NJb2TbXTQ&e=


ABOUT SOUQ.COM

About Amazon:

The Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ has launched with a number of exceptional features, such as

the Infinity Display, giving an almost edge-to-edge experience, and speakers giving a theatre-

like audio experience. The Galaxy S9 and S9+ have rear cameras with Dual-Aperture settings,

which provides an amazing photography experience in low-light settings. In addition, the AR

Emoji feature allows you to create animated depictions of your own face. Finally, Samsung’s

digital voice assistant, Bixby, is now more intelligent than ever and can even translate languages

directly on the phone screen.

The Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ smartphones will be available with three storage

configurations at the following prices:

Samsung Galaxy S9

Storage

Price (AED)

64 GB

3,099

128 GB

3,299

256 GB

3,499

(All prices are inclusive of VAT)

Samsung Galaxy S9+

Storage

Price (AED)

64 GB

3,499

128 GB

3,699

256 GB

3,899

(All prices are inclusive of VAT)



Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention,
commitment to operational excellence, and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, personalized
recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle, Fire tablets, Fire TV,
Amazon Echo, and Alexa are some of the products and services pioneered by Amazon. For more information,
visit www.amazon.com/about

About SOUQ.com:

SOUQ.com is an online retail and marketplace website in the Arab region, featuring more than 9.4 million
products across 31 categories such as consumer electronics, fashion, health and beauty, household goods, and
baby. Today, SOUQ.com attracts over 45 million visits per month, with localized operations in the KSA, UAE and
Egypt. SOUQ.com offers a convenient and safe online shopping experience with secure online payments, and
option to pay cash on delivery. For more information, visit www.SOUQ.com.

SOUQ.com is a subsidiary of Amazon.
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